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Collaborative problem-solving with listservs
in a long-distance engineering classroom
Scott Warnock, Temple University; M. Robert Baren, Temple University; and
Marianne Barchilon, Arizona State University
Abstract
This paper discusses a collaborative classroom effort
between Arizona State University and Temple University
in which two groups of engineering and technology
students used listservs and other communications
technology to work long-distance to solve an engineering
problem. The paper is focused on the students’ use of
listservs, including audience- and writing-related issues
that we observed, and how one team’s better collaboration
on the listserv may have helped it produce a better final
product. While the underlying causes as to why one team
performed better are unclear, we did observe that the more
successful team employed certain rhetorical and
collaborative strategies in its use of the technology,
strategies that we feel contributed to this success.
Introduction
The role of teams in the engineering workplace is
becoming increasingly important, and teams are becoming
the primary unit of performance in industrial
organizations(1). In the past few years, many industry and
government representatives, including the National
Science Foundation(2), ABET 2000(3) and a 1997 IEEE
position paper(4), have stressed the importance of
teaching teamwork and group development theory in
engineering curricula. In addition, Perry(5) discussed the
importance of electronic communication and its impact on
collaborative design projects in engineering. He stated
that "electronic mail has removed the barriers of time and
place between engineers collaborating on complex
projects” and that managers can assemble teams by
focusing on talent instead of geographical location.
This paper discusses a successful collaborative
classroom effort between faculty at Arizona State
University and Temple University in Philadelphia(6,7). As
a result of this effort, engineering and technology students
were able to work in teams to solve engineering problems
and improve written and oral communication skills using
electronic technology.
The project took place in two distinct, yet similar
classes: Engineering Communications at ASU and
Materials Science at Temple. Engineering
Communications is a senior-level critical inquiry course
that helps students define, articulate, research and solve an
open-ended engineering problem in a simulated industrial
environment. Materials Science is a junior/senior level
rhetorically-based engineering course requiring students
to work in teams to research a materials design problem,
develop a solution and present that solution orally and in
writing. The classes were divided into two teams, each a
part of a fictitious automotive company: a plastics
molding division and an aluminum fabricating division.
Each division was then subdivided into design and
manufacturing groups, and for each division the design
group was in Philadelphia (15 students for each team) and
the manufacturing group was in Arizona (seven students
for each team). The classes were broken up based on a
ranked list of students’ grade point averages: odd students
were assigned to one team, even students to the other.
Each team was given the problem of designing a new door
for a mid-size vehicle to replace the current door, which
was made of steel. The main purpose of the substitution
was to reduce the car’s weight, and each team's goal was
to persuade the company to use its material (plastic or
aluminum). The final product for each team was a written
proposal and an oral presentation. Much of the
collaborative work, including many written documents,
took place between students who did not know each other
and were 2700 miles apart.
The objective of this project was to expose students to
long-distance communication and collaborative work
using teams in remote locations working together to solve
open-ended engineering problems with multiple and
conflicting elements, such as weight, cost, safety,
appearance and processing. Team members had to use
writing to compete, negotiate and compromise. Within
each team, the design and manufacturing groups had to
negotiate their differing concerns with each other in order
to reach consensus on many issues.
We used several different long-distance electronic
communication tools, including listservs, video
teleconferencing, fax and Microsoft NetMeeting. While
some communication problems arising from the listservs
were worked out at the teleconferences and one team did
use NetMeeting effectively, the main means of
communication between Philadelphia and Arizona was by
separate listservs, one for each team. Below we discuss
our observations of the listserv communication in this
project.
Collaboration with the listserv
We hoped the listservs would streamline team
communications compared with similar earlier projects
that used just e-mail(7). Listservs are becoming
increasingly popular in many college courses, but they are
often used as a reinforcing technology, supplementing the
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face-to-face interactions of students and instructors, and
not as the sole means of communication. The 22-member
teams began using the listserv in the first week of October.
The aluminum team lagged behind the plastics team by
nearly a week, and those difficulties were evident in
several early messages. Some of the aluminum team’s
problems, which were manifested in the final product, we
feel were linked to difficulties with the listserv.
The administrator subscribed all team members to the
listserv. The two instructors and a graduate writing
consultant for the project were also subscribed, although
they took a predominantly passive role in terms of the
students’ use of the listservs, sending only an occasional
message to encourage team members to use the medium
more effectively and to be more precise in their posts. The
teams sent nearly 400 messages between them, using the
listservs to apprise each of their progress, report the
minutes of team meetings, ask questions, post literature
reviews, schedule NetMeeting or videoconferencing
times, and post documents for discussion.
The plastics team immediately used the listserv to pose
questions and address the problems, large and small,
associated with the project:
Date: Oct. 15
Subject: First Deliverables
Our first major issue is what type of plastic are you
considering using;
- Type of plastic used will dictate the purchase of tools,
dies, and equipment.
- The plastic used pertaining to re-training of assembly
line workers and production rates will also determine
cost.
Next, we will like to discuss communication. Below
are the resolution we came up with.
- Recommended the use of MSWORD as the basis of our
word-processing
- E-mails will be printed and collected each Tuesday
- EXCEL will be used for any spreadsheets
- Track your own bibliography and works cited
Also, could you please comment on the audience
analysis and project proposal sent to you on October 13,
1998.
Finally, could you comment on the task review sent on
October 13, 1998 and let us know if you disagree with our
breakdown of tasks  Hope to see you on Friday October
23, 1998.
______ and ASU EAST Subgroup of ASUTEM
See below our meeting minutes.
The plastics team members started an immediate
dialogue on the listserv, with the Arizona and Philadelphia
subdivisions posing specific questions to each other.
Using the stages of Wheelan’s Integrated Model of Group
Development(8), we found that the plastics team moved
almost immediately through Stages One, Dependency and
Inclusion, and Two, Counterdependency and Fight, to
Stage Three, Trust and Structure. Based on student
profiles, we found that neither team had any advantage in
terms of its members’ greater experience with either
computers or networking technology. Yet, in contrast with
the plastics team, aluminum members remained mired in
the first two Stages for a significantly longer period of
time, opening up their listserv traffic by exchanging long
(sometimes more than 1000 words) article summaries
without critical comments such as “Can we use this?” or
even “I think this article is relevant.” The aluminum
members did not initially work collaboratively; they
informed each other of what they were doing rather than
forging a dialogue. The aluminum team, in general, used
the listserv to post information; the plastics team, while
not always harmoniously, used it to pose questions to each
other in a dialogic fashion.
Response to multiple audiences
The listserv required students to develop a sensitivity
to multiple audiences. We found a mix of highly self-
conscious writing, such as the conclusion to one of the
early literature reviews by an aluminum team member: “If
you are not bored with this summary, i will send you an
another one very soon,” and writing that neglected the
multiple audiences--including the instructors--who would
read the message, exemplified by a December message
with the subject “holy s***” [expletive deleted] indicating
a late-stage problem the aluminum team was having.
The listserv presented other communication issues.
Messages between two people were often handled by e-
mails off the lists, but sometimes students responded to
personal inquiries by posting to the entire list, neglecting
to identify that the message was only for one person (this
lead to embarrassment when one student’s private
criticism of a team member was mistakenly posted to the
list). Also, students routinely did not identify themselves,
which created difficulties because often their e-mail
addresses did not correspond to their names. Following
are several other audience issues that we observed:
• Students sometimes referenced figures or other
materials that would not be included in the e-mails,
which were strictly text.
• Many e-mails were extremely long and complicated,
particularly the research “abstracts.”
• As mentioned, article summaries often contained no
critical reviewing.
• Students often neglected the basics of proofreading.
• Students gave unrealistic deadlines to their requests,
perhaps forgetting the time lag between sending and
receiving a message. The listserv’s convenience may
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have created a sense of timelessness, disconnecting
students from the real time of their addressees.
• Team members sometimes scapegoated each other on
the listserv. For instance: “This conclusion is the best
that I could come up with because ___ did not do the
body yet!”
Because of the geographic separation between the
subdivisions of each team, the pressure on students to
produce clear writing was likely greater than they were
accustomed to, as their writing was the main way of
establishing their place on the team and their role in the
team’s activities. While they did have the opportunity to
discuss team matters during the videoconferences, the
students were much more reliant upon their writing on the
listserv to move to the final stages of Wheelan’s Model:
Stage Four, Work; and Stage Five, Termination(8). For
reasons we have not determined, the plastics team
proceeded more quickly to these later stages. However, it
was evident that they used the listserv more effectively
early on to achieve consensus. Also, if technical writing
means to abstract complex information for a general
audience, then both teams needed work in this, as team
members often produced long, complicated documents
laden with jargon and unexplained abbreviations.
Student evaluations
The Temple students completed a written evaluation
as part of their final grade. Their previous experience with
listservs varied, from the novices, e.g., “Through this
project I learned what a listserv is, and how to use one,” to
the experienced, e.g., “I already have a great deal of
experience in electronic communications.” As stated
earlier, neither team showed any advantage in computer or
networking technology experience. In one question, we
asked for observations about the listserv. Many students
said the ability to send a message to a group made
communicating much easier. One subdivision leader said
the listserv was the most important part of the project.
A few students discussed listserv “bugs”, which
included sending attached files. Students complained
about peers who did not proofread, and one student said,
“Some students tried too hard to get their names all over
the project.” One student noted the importance of sending
a private message only to the intended recipient. Another
student said that not everyone was able to use the listserv
during the semester. Another student said listservs were
limited in helping students get a “quick response.”
Conclusion
Many students found the communications environment
of the listservs strange and foreign. Roughly assessing the
students’ use of the listserv, we would say it is clear they
had to make major adjustments in relying solely on their
writing to communicate. Perry found that e-mail allows
geographically separated people to work together, but
“sometimes it takes a little creativity to communicate
clearly”(5). In terms of project results, we found that the
plastics team produced a better written and oral report.
We attribute this at least partly to their better proficiency
on the listserv; we feel their use of the listserv also helped
them employ the other communications technologies more
effectively than the aluminum team. The plastics team
used the listserv more as a tool for dialogue and critical
inquiry, not just a bulletin board to post results and
summaries, and it appears they were more successful in
using the technology collaboratively.
As Di Raddo et al. point out, “The study of
team/group development is a relatively recent
phenomenon”(9). We are still in the process of analyzing
the listserv archives, and, as stated, we are unsure why the
two teams performed differently, although for the
purposes of this paper we have looked more at how the
teams’ use of the technology as a platform for writing lead
to differences in their communication success and the
quality of the final product. We feel further analysis of the
data will allow us to create a comparative framework for
future classes, and we hope to clarify the different ways
that students write with networking technology and how
more effective rhetorical strategies appear linked to the
success of long-range, collaborative projects.
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